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You'll want to book this now:

With its Palace of Winds and its markets worthy of Ali Baba, Jaipur is one of India's most inviting cities. When visiting, where better to rest your head than in the former abode of the Maharaja? Shrouded in an air of colour and opulence, the Suján Rajmahal Palace is a luxurious retreat complete with mile long gardens and marble pools.

Once inside, the hotel celebrates the joys of hand-done in every detail. Indian artisans have created intricate textiles with exquisitely painted walls, gold finishes, and cushions with colorful bird feathers. Everything is designed in a way that blends authenticity and comfort, the royal experience is guaranteed with every visit.

The hotel's signature is保证了 every visit.

The hotel’s signature is guaranteed with every visit.

Its guide to discover the magnificent rooms, including the opulent maharaja suites from the 19th century. It's an oasis bus...